
CHRYSO®Easydrain cured with wet 
biddem

Situated near the Putfontein off ramp, the 
210ml reservoir has a project value of R100M+

7300m3 of CHRYSO®Easydrain poured

PRODUCTS USED: CHRYSO® Omega 178, CHRYSO® Serenis, CHRYSO® CWA 10, 
CHRYSO® Easydrain

DESCRIPTION
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PROJECT TEAM
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 Concrete supplier: PPC/Pronto RMX Benoni?
 Admixture Supplier: CHRYSO SAF

VLAKFONTEIN
RESERVOIR

COUNTRY: SOUTH AFRICA 
DATE: NOV 20’ – APR 22’

This cylindrical post-tensioned reservoir, designed during 2015, is currently under 
construction. This is probably one of the largest cylindrical post-tensioned concrete reservoirs 
in the world, with an inner diameter of 154 m and a heavily reinforced wall height of 11,8 m. 

The reservoir has a ground water drainage system which is constructed with 3 layers of 5 
MPa no-fines concrete.  The 8000m3 of no-fines concrete started with a 50mm thick layer of 
9.5mm stone mix, following a 245mm and 125mm layer of 19mm size stone mix.  These 
mixes were challenging and a good consistency was not initially reached. CHRYSO introduced 
CHRYSO®Easydrain which has been used successfully by adding a packet of the additive to 
each m3 of concrete. 

CHRYSO®Easydrain mechanically and hydraulically binds the aggregates with the cement 
paste. It fluidizes the concrete, assisting with a homogeneous mix and improves the curing to 
reduce the chances of cracking. The cement paste covers the stones perfectly.  The 
aggregates are bonded and once dried will not loosen. The surfaces were also cured perfectly 
with biddem cloth over the surface and kept wet. This was for the bottom of the floor.  Once 
completed an additional drainage layer of around 2200m3 of no-fines concrete will be poured 
around the reservoir.



Pour 2 of 13 for the reservoir floor 
with CHRYSO®Serenis

CHRYSO®CWA 10 is mixed in at the 
batching phase 
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Once the no-fines concrete was completed, a layer of 200mm, 35MPa concrete was pumped 
in 13 pours of approximately 250m3 each.  This mix has been designed with a shrinkage 
reducing admixture CHRYSO®Serenis. Various dosages were tested and it was specified with 
a 1.25% dosage as the optimum to reduce the shrinkage of the concrete together with 
CHRYSO®Omega 178 superplasticiser to reduce water and assist with workability.  

Further specifications were made to use CHRYSO®CWA 10 crystalline waterproofing agent in 
the concrete walls and floor. This integral waterproofing product reduces permeability in 
concrete, creating a reaction in the presence of moisture to cause long narrow crystals that 
fill and plug the pores, capillaries and hairline cracks (up to 0.4mm) of the concrete mass.

These crystals prevent water penetration into the concrete and protects the concrete and 
reinforcement against corrosive ground water, chemicals etc. CHRYSO®CWA 10 is mixed in at 
the batching phase and is a long term solution.

Start of the walls footing concrete  with 
CHRYSO® CWA-10 & CHRYSO® Omega 178
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Start of the walls footing  concrete  with CWA-10 & Omega 178.

Wall in process with reinforcement

Water Misting Close-up view of no-fines
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